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INTRODUCTION

The Circular Temple degree meanings were developed by astrologer John
Sandbach. Like the very popular Sabian Symbols the degree meanings
presented in John's Book "The Circular Temple" were initially created by
intuitively channeling the information. In addition to the channeled material, John
has developed a system for understanding patterns in degree meanings which
he uses extensively in his consulting practice. He began working with degree
meanings and sign segments in the early 1970's and continues to work
intensively on them today. John's first book, "Dwadashamsas: Degree Analyses
and Deeper Meanings," on the dwadasamsas (the 12-part divisions of each sign
used in Indian astrology), was published in 1978. The study of degrees and
variations in astrological meanings in a zodiac sign has been a major part of
John's life work. We are fortunate to be able to present to you here the
interpretations from "The Circular Temple" with this software. As you can see
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from the length of them, John has devoted a huge amount of time in developing
degree meaning interpretations.
There are actually four separate sets of degree meanings, with a symbolic image
for each one: the Omega Symbols (root of the degree), the Pleiadian Symbols
(the degree's identity), the Chandra Symbols (how it interacts with the world
around it), and the Azoth Symbols (its spiritual goal). Each of these degree
meanings describes a different aspect of your personality. The combination of all
four symbols gives a detailed picture of how the degree functions in your life. If
you're interested in studying the theory of degree meanings, John's book "The
Circular Temple" is available on kindle at www.amazon.com.
You will notice that each degree also has a "Seed Degree" and a "Fulfillment
Degree." These are zodiacal degrees which have a specific mathematical
relationship to the particular degree in question. If you have another planet at a
Seed Degree or a Fulfillment Degree, or if another person has a planet at one of
these degrees, then that planet acts as a source of inspiration and impetus
(Seed Degree) or as a fulfillment of the goals of this degree (Fulfillment Degree).
It is important to synthesize the degree meaning to the planet or other
astrological point that is at that degree. For example, the degree meaning for
Venus relates to your sense of beauty, art, harmony, and romance, and will bring
this energy to whatever degree it occupies. Always remember that the 6th
degree of a sign, for example, extends from 5 deg 00 min to 5 deg 59 min 59
sec of the zodiac sign
Lastly, each degree has an "Omega Oracle" which is a prose poem expressing
one facet of the degree's energy. The Oracle is meant to stimulate your
imagination and to assist you in tuning in more deeply to the meanings and
messages of the degree.
The Degree Angels given at the beginning of each degree come to us from the
Kabbalah. More information about them can be found in the book "Birth Angels
Book of Days" by Terah Cox, available at amazon.com.
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Circular Temple Degree Meanings

Sun is 10-11 deg Gemini
Degree Angel: Haiyael (HA-ee-ya-EL) Prophecy and Parallel Universes, Divine
Warrior/Weaponry, Transforming/Experimental
TITLE: MERGING WITH HIGHER LEVELS AND/OR FORCES
Omega Symbol: Rain falling on the ocean.
The earth plane is made up of many little parts, which can often seem
fragmented and chaotic. You understand innately, though, how all is eventually
absorbed into a grand scheme - the play of creative intelligence. You have the
ability to look beneath surface ideas and communications into the deeper
messages always there beneath every aspect of life. Thousands of tiny deaths
lose their separate identity into the vastness of universal life.
Pleiadian Symbol: Right before the museum closes a man hides in a painting.
The creative breaking of rules for the purpose of exploring new realms. An
intense attraction to worlds that seem at first inaccessible, but one has such an
ability to mutate that one can meld with almost anything.
Chandra Symbol: A stag with golden horns.
Each drop of rain in the Omega Symbol becomes one with all others through
merging with the sea. The stag has golden antlers, gold being the metal of the
Sun and so the stag merges its highest center, its crown chakra, with the Solar
power. This is a degree of tapping into higher levels of awareness as well as the
depths of universal consciousness. The question is, what are you going to do
with all this richness of awareness that you possess? It is waiting to be used for
the lights purposes of healing and the spreading of love and joy - and its up to
you to form the vessel of specifics through which to instrument this.
Azoth Symbol: A woman plunges into a river and absorbs its renewing spirit.
A direct and impulsive urge toward renewal. When life becomes too difficult you
know it is always because we've lost temporarily our ability to tap into the flow,
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and you have a wonderful way of being able to rediscover and reconnect with it in
the most immediate and refreshing of manners. Note how both this symbol and
the Omega Symbol for this degree are about MERGING.
Seed Degree: Leo - 3
Walking down the street, a man passes his double. (Omega Symbol). Startled by
a vivid perception of ourselves, we become aware that underlying our ephemeral
separateness and uniqueness we are an eternal part of universal consciousness.
A rickshaw. (Chandra Symbol). Going so many places and assimilating so many
experience, our head becomes heavy with the gold of meaning.
Fulfillment Degree: Aquarius - 6
Seeing a stone lion in a museum, a young girl asks her parents if they are at the
zoo. (Omega Symbol). Merging with the source of life we come to see the
aspects of our life that lack aliveness and/or which have becoming overly rigid or
predictable, and are able to re-imbue those with new vibrancy.
A gardener with just one leg. (Chandra Symbol). Filled with glorious imaginings,
we dedicate ourselves to doing the work it takes to fulfill our vision - no matter
how difficult.
Omega Oracle
Each drop of water dies as it merges with the ocean, the soft shock of its dying
awakening memories of other fallings from other skies, and awareness of all
other drops of past and future dying their own deaths, each drop magnifying the
death of each other. And through the falling rain the ocean echoes with a deep,
barely audible sigh, a sigh of pleasure as the rain's myriad deaths fill it ever fuller.

Moon is 19-20 deg Aquarius
Degree Angel: VASARIAH (va-SAH-ree-Yah) Memories, Softening of
Judgement, Manifesting/Inspired
TITLE: SUBTLE AND GENTLE COMMUNICATION THAT CREATES A
DELICACY OF CONNECTION
Omega Symbol: Wind carving sand patterns in the desert.
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Mind is seemingly invisible but is always projecting its patterns onto the reality
around it, and placing filters - some heavy, some subtle - on experience. This
degree is very aware of the workings of mind in itself and others, and though it
may not be able to objectively express what that awareness is, it taps into the
patterns it creates, and the very awareness of these patterns heals them gradually over time, and eventually.
Pleiadian Symbol: Across darkening waters a bird carries a sealed letter in its
beak.
The water may be dark and dangerous and may offer no points of reference that
might allow us to find our way, but the bird has an intuitive knowing of where it is
going, and rises above the heaviness below to deliver its message. The
darkening waters are like the chasm of the Chandra Symbol, just as the bird is
like the fine silk thread.
Chandra Symbol: A fine silk thread strung across a chasm.
Even when people are extremely different in their ways of thinking and beliefs,
there is always a way to communicate. This degree is a born master of subtle
communication. It has the ability to psychically implant thoughts in other people,
not for the purpose of having power over them, but for promoting understanding.
It often plays the role of arbitrator in conflicts, and has a powerful, though often
unrecognized ability to heal misunderstandings.
Azoth Symbol: On a small, remote island a man recording his visions.
By isolating yourself from the world you are able to clearly access the pictures
within and receive their messages. And even if you remain in the world, as you
often will you still posses that remote island within where you can go when you
need to and have the clarity and focus required to receive the knowledge and
wisdom of the wise one who dwells within.
Seed Degree: Scorpio - 29
Through a doorway, nothing but empty, blue sky in all directions. (Omega
symbol). Openness and a clearing of expectations and biases allows us to then
feels more clearly the movements of energies and patterns.
An umbilical cord. (Chandra Symbol). Returning to our deepest sense of
connectedness we come to the realization that we are subtly and profoundly
connected to everything.
Fulfillment Degree: Scorpio - 27
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At a country fair, some people are clothed, others nude, all wear flowers.
(Omega Symbol). Accepting the winds of change and the endless patterns they
bring, we are freed to share with any and all types of people to whatever degree
of intimacy we desire.
Three blue robin eggs (Chandra Symbol). To be able to communicate deeply
and profoundly inspires both us and others with hope.
Omega Oracle
The winds of the Zothar Desert appear to have a kind of creative intelligence, for
as they blow they create pathways in the sand, curving parallel lines between
which wanderers may walk. These paths twist and fork, sometimes creating blind
alleys and dead ends, and corridors which meander for miles through the desert
wastes, as they constantly form and reform..
It is said by the wise that a desert is a labyrinth without walls and that the winds of
the Zothar, abhorring blankness, use the sands to create their patterns to provide
for those who have no idea of which direction to go on a path, even though it
leads nowhere.

Mercury is 6-7 deg Gemini
Degree Angel: Eyael (AY-ya-EL) Great Expectations, Transformation to the
Sublime, Interacting/Sensitive
TITLE: TRANSCENDENCE OF THE SEEMING LIMITATIONS OF THE
PHYSICAL
Omega Symbol: Poetry which sounds beautiful but makes no logical sense.
Logic, which is so compelling and seems so set and clear can be a powerful
illusion, for there is always a higher logic, or a different logic which we haven't
taken into account. You are aware of this, and know that what people most need
is to listen to the music of their soul and the boundless joy it evokes. This is the
guiding force of life.
Pleiadian Symbol: Looking down into a well a man sees, far below, his face.
The deep experience of how one's surrounding reality reflects oneself. Looking
into the deep sources that have formed one's identity. You have an acute
knowing of how anyone's profoundest and most persistent feelings are a
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reflection of who they think they are and of how they have formed their
personality in this lifetime. You have the capacity to receive wonderful, valuable
and cleaR insights into what is at the root of everything.
Chandra Symbol: A table comes to life and runs away.
We sometimes try to make something serve a purpose it doesn't want to serve.
Words, too, have a purpose, but in the Omega Symbol they are freed from that
purpose to roam in the imagination. This degree is all about giving up
expectations and agendas and either letting things be what they will be, or
experimenting with them in new, often unorthodox and unexpected ways.
Azoth Symbol: A game of chance offering a fabulous prize.
The willingness to speculate and take risks. Eager anticipation of great
opportunities appearing. Limiting beliefs often ward off valuable things that are
trying to find their way to us, and you instinctively know how to override these so
that utterly unexpected possibilities can present themselves and potentially turn
into realities. Like the poetry of the Omega Symbol it makes no logical sense but it works, and can be so beautiful.
Seed Degree: Gemini - 15
A magician's tower looms above the surrounding landscape. (Omega Symbol).
The creative vision of the whole landscape of self allows us to free our mind of
limitation and enjoy the beauty of existence as it is.
People gathering salt from the ocean. (Chandra Symbol). Coming to understand
how our emotions are subtly connected to the physical world, we let go of deeply
held basic assumptions, which opens us up to life's surprises and miracles.
Fulfillment Degree: Libra - 6
On a long voyage, many icebergs encountered. (Omega Symbol). Accepting the
mysteriousness of beauty and letting go of the need for explanations, we accept
problems and challenges as they are, and learn to deal with them gently, rather
than head-on.
A baby with two sets of teeth. (Chandra Symbol). Perceiving that everything has a
life of its own, and that everything is always more than it seems, we experience a
childlike eagerness to assimilate whatever is nourishing from our experiences.
Omega Oracle
Many of the words had become bored with appropriate relationships and were
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seeking other, more illicit connections. And definitions, though they had faithfully
served the words they were bound to, had, over time begun to exude a boredom
that made the words contemplate the possibility of distant travels, or even short
trips, but in directions that freed them from all maps. They craved to
communicate something new, something that irritated the understanding, causing
it to wake out of an unknown sleep. And, of course, knowing all the time that there
would always be ample worlds left to the pristine beauty of their unsayability.

Venus is 28-29 deg Aries
Degree Angel: REIYEL (RAY-ee-YEL) Removing Hatred, Liberation,
Transforming/Responsible
TITLE: DEDICATION TO EXPERIMENTATION, or FEARLESSNESS OF ANY
AND ALL RESULTS AND THE CHALLENGES THEY MIGHT BRING
Omega Symbol: A woman immersed in healing mud.
You have a need to expose yourself to many different things, and to fully engage
with whatever you contact. You have a great ability to simplify life by direct
contact with the earth and earthly concerns, while never losing sight of the
tremendous complexity of life. You know that getting dirty can be a good thing - a
therapeutic thing.
Pleiadian Symbol: In voices too low to be heard a forest of trees are talking to
each other.
The need for great patience and receptivity in listening to one's inner voice.
Interactive rapport of many various forms of knowledge and understanding that
transcend rational understanding, and the power to sense these.
Chandra Symbol: Dr. Jekyll drinks the potion.
No running away here, rather an embracing of the unknown and a complete
willingness to try something just to see what happens. Of course what will happen
is that the dark side of the self will emerge and eventually will be redeemed by
being revealed, as we learn we are of the earth, but not prisoners of the earth
because we are infinitely more than the earth.
Azoth Symbol: Behind a wall a river is flowing.
Beyond all life's barriers and obstructions you sense the continual movement of
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energy. You're acutely aware of what people shut out, and their fear of change.
You see the need that people have for substantiality, for things to stay the same,
but you're constantly aware that beyond all self-imposed limits flows the forces of
transformation. Your attunement to this evokes a resonance in others that helps
them see a way beyond the restrictions they've created for themselves.
Seed Degree: Pisces - 7
An open-air library, the books magically impervious to the elements. (Omega
Symbol). Allowing nature and the earth to heal us we come into fuller and fuller
contact with a timeless wisdom.
A candle burning. There is a ring of salt around it on the floor. (Chandra Symbol).
If a strong spiritual focus is maintained and our intent is pure and clear, we are
free to explore our shadow self.
Fulfillment Degree: Leo - 3
Walking down the street, a man passes his double. (Omega Symbol). If we are
willing to see it, we find that our earthly experience provides us with a clear mirror
of who we are.
A rickshaw. (Chandra Symbol). Intent on exploring the darkness within, we go to
many different places looking everywhere in an attempt to catch reflections of
ourselves.
Omega Oracle
She was fully aware that living was dirty business and like a flower she would
have to delve into the thick of it if she was ever going to bloom. All the things that
had disintegrated to make the soil spilled over the edges of her imagination,
mixing with the rocks that had gnashed their gray teeth against each other to
make clay, and the rain that gave it all smoothness and flow. It was a pleasure
growing into it and up out of it, caught in the middle, which was exactly where she
had planted herself.

Mars is 20-21 deg Pisces
Degree Angel: Anauel (a-NA-oo-EL) Appreciation, Perception of Unity,
Interacting/Experimental
TITLE: THE BRINGING OF VIBRANT CREATIVE ENERGY TO PLACES
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AND SITUATIONS DEVOID OF IT
Omega Symbol: In a cold, harsh climate, a woman uses magic to create a lush
garden.
This degree is about creating one's own environment for whatever one is trying to
accomplish. The forces of nature are eternal and always there when called upon,
always willing to assist one if one will simply connect with them and ask for their
help. At worst this degree isolates itself in its own dream world. At best it makes
the dreamworld a reality and invites others to join in the enjoyment of it.
Pleiadian Symbol: A wizard is showing a young girl and her dog the way to the
cave of the gnomes.
The ability to find just the help one needs to proceed on one's path. Connection
to sources of wisdom for the purpose of guidance concerning the nature of
physical reality and how to deal with it. The innocent seeking of darkness to learn
its mysteries.
Chandra Symbol: Pagan fire worshipers dancing at night.
This degree brings light into the darkness and encourages others to join in the
process of doing so. It is not about to fall prey to fear, depression, or the
confusion of uncertainty. Its attitude is, "light a fire, make up a dance, call in the
clan." Even in tragedies and dark dramas it finds something to celebrate, for it
knows that inevitably the light will conquer. It also knows that both the dark and
light follow complex cycles, that both live and die and are born again. And so
even in grim and harsh times it is expectant of sparks which will kindle into new
flames, providing new excuses for celebration.
Azoth Symbol: Someone thinks he sees in the distance the ghost of an old man
walking across a moor.
The acute awareness of loneliness, loss and separation, and realization of the
fact that this simple awareness actually contributes to a healing of it. The old man
of this symbol is like the desolation of the cold, harsh climate of the Omega
Symbol, and the one seeing the old man is like the woman who creates the lush
garden. Both symbols are about bringing love and caring to desolation.
Seed Degree: Sagittarius - 12
Reaching up, a man writes on the sky. (Omega Symbol). Communing with
creative intelligence we are able to channel its energies into the physical world to
create beauty and food for both ourselves and others.
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Icicles melting. (Chandra Symbol). Sharp, jagged, repressed emotions thaw out.
It makes us want to light fires and dance.
Fulfillment Degree: Gemini - 30
From far away, a sailor has brought home a carved idol. (Omega Symbol). The
effects of magic suddenly appear, and we are surprised. Now we want to know
from what distant realms beyond the usual they have come - what are their
mythologies - and who their supporting actors?
Many glass animals on a shelf. (Chandra Symbol). The fire dancers dance away
all uncertainty. The dance unwinds all confusion, is full of pure knowing. All
becomes transparent.
Omega Oracle
The weather was bleak and sunless, rainy and cold, for she lived in the Northern
Wastes. And so she knew that if she was to have a garden it must be she who
became a climate for the plants. She searched within herself for sunlight, rich soil
and gentle moisture. She found it, and bringing it forth she created a world
outside herself from the world within her. It was an act of seeing, perceiving, and
she imbued the plants with her seeing and they too began to see beyond the
world in which they found themselves, and grew in the power of this.
And from this she learned that weather creates walls, but that walls might be
imbued with doors through which what was beyond could be let through.

Jupiter is 26-27 deg Aquarius
Degree Angel: REHAEL (RAY-ha-EL) Diamond in the Rough, Filial Submission,
Transforming/Sensitive
TITLE: JOY CONTINUALLY REESTABLISHING A STEADIER RHYTHM OF
PROGRESS
Omega Symbol: Love steadies a man's irregular heartbeat.
Our connections with ourselves and our reality are going through continual subtle
adjustments, and this degree is acutely aware of all kinds of disharmonies that
arise. It is also aware that the most effective way to realign these disharmonies is
through turning one's attention to feeling the love that is always there. And though
it may not realize it's doing this, this is the magic way it brings harmony to many
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different situations.
Pleiadian Symbol: During a tea ceremony a man briskly mixing tea with a whisk.
He's trying to get the tea to dissolve in the water, to blend the tea into the water
so that an even solution results, one that can be easily ingested. This is the
merging of earth and water, the full blending of the emotional with the physical,
that is, the union of our intuition with the substantial world around us. Neurosis is
the schism between the physical reality in which we find ourselves and our inner,
emotional world. When the two become harmonized with each other, we lay the
stones of the Chandra symbol as an evolutionary path forward.
Chandra Symbol: A man laying stones for a path.
This degree may take great pains to do something, because it knows that once
certain tasks are completed, the foundation is laid for greater ease and
smoothness of functioning in the future.
It shows the way, even though the way may be difficult. It is intent on exploring
new areas of life and of helping others to experience ideas and places that may
have hitherto been hidden or in some other ways difficult of access. The building
of these paths, is, as expressed in the corresponding Omega Symbol, an act of
love that strengthens the heart of both the giver and the receiver.
Azoth Symbol: Blank paper waiting to receive ideas.
Openness to be written upon. A receptivity to any forms, any words or shapes
that may desire to appear. This mirrors the man of the Omega Symbol's
receptivity to love. The paper manifests a perfect supportiveness.
Seed Degree: Aquarius - 23
In a catacomb, a room decorated with hundreds of skulls and bones. (Omega
Symbol). Sensing how our connectedness with each other transcends all
changes wrought by time, we realize the love we share and are vitalized by it.
Ancient runes carved at random on gray rocks. (Chandra Symbol). Perceiving
many different thoughts and ideas, we attempt to synthesize them into
meaningful patterns so we can make our way forward.
Fulfillment Degree: Gemini - 28
A house which keeps growing bigger and bigger. (Omega Symbol). Attuning to
love we become increasingly aware of the vastness of our inner self.
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A cloud in the shape of a rabbit. (Chandra Symbol). The clarity and definiteness
of the Chandra Symbol's path gives us a context from which we can view the
vaguer and subtler aspects of reality without losing our way.
Omega Oracle
To the north of Aab in the land of Nevara there blows a wind in autumn which the
wise use as an herb to heal the inability to love. Those whose life is without love
are advised by the alchemists of Aab to travel to Nevara and, at the proper time
of the year, to breathe for three days the air that blows down from the mountains
through the forests.
This air is said to lodge in the heart where it creates palpitations - not the
common ones whose irregularities are random, but ones whose rhythm carries
messages that the heart is said to hunger after and which it ingests like a
precious food.
After a matter of a few days these palpitations subside, and when these sufferers
from love's lack return to their homes, it is soon after that they invariably
encounter, as if by coincidence, the love of their life.
Of course many come here seeking, but the winds' power seems to have no
effect on those who suffer romantic addiction, or who have the power of finding
love on their own.
Serapis says that the winds are like a grain of sand which enter the heart's oyster,
therein creating a most beauteous and invisible pearl, which, to be appreciated,
must be given.

Saturn is 21-22 deg Scorpio
Degree Angel: HAKAMIAH (he-KE-mee-YAH) Dumping Depression, Loyalty,
Interacting/Sensitive
TITLE: LETTING GO OF OLD AND LIMITED UNDERSTANDINGS WHILE
HONORING THEM AS A BASIS FOR A HIGHER UNDERSTANDING
Omega Symbol: A mountain of old shoes.
This degree has weathered so many journeys, has been to so many places, and
not only have widely different paths been traveled, but the same paths have also
been traveled over and over. It comes to the point that there is no longer any
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place to go. The shoes may be removed, for we find we have arrived, and the
destination all along has been ourselves.
Pleiadian Symbol: Lurkers waiting to observe a bird once thought to be mythical.
The seeking and finding of the strange and miraculous. You expect the
wonderful and it comes to you. You know that for this to happen you must be
patient and know how to look, and that also you must let go of as many filters and
limiting notions as possible so that you can actually see what's there.
Chandra Symbol: A rug woven out of rags.
The clothes are our outer coverings, hence, how we appear outwardly. These
outer appearances keep wearing out, so we get new ones and they wear out and
eventually we have a bunch of rags. All these appearances are supports for our
understanding, that is, something for it to stand on, for Pisces rules the feet and
signifies understanding. The other major covering of the body, outside of
clothes, is shoes, which show up in the Omega Symbol. So much has worn out.
Doesn't it wear you out? No, it only wears out the part of you that wasn't real to
begin with - the real you is eternal and can't wear out.
Its good to wear out all these outer coverings - go ahead, wear them out, use
them up - they are truly grist for understanding's mill.
Azoth Symbol: A man hears an excited message with clarity and patience.
Crystalline focus in the receiving of information, which promotes a deep
understanding of it. The ability to look through turbulence, static and confusion
into the heart of what is truly going on. The tuning into hidden messages, subtexts and subliminal commmunications.
Seed Degree: Scorpio - 26
A witch dressed in black, her clothes are turning white. (Omega Symbol). When
we first ground ourselves we are able to then take in more of the light and then
can cast off old forms of understanding so that we may take on newer and
clearer ones.
A she-wolf. Her udders full of milk. (Chandra Symbol). Our need to nurture others
impels us to get beyond the limits and restrictions of all appearances, and to
transform them into supports for our understanding of the truth of who we really
are.
Fulfillment Degree: Cancer - 20
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A keyboard which plays colors. (Omega Symbol). So many ways to understand
things have been moved through and worn out - due to their limitations - until we
arrive eventually at a glorious synthesis of harmonious, living, and vibrant joy that
colors our whole life with its beauty.
Many brightly colored tropical fish. (Chandra Symbol). When we are able to
derive support from all we have ever been, we enter a realm where we find the
expression of truth unique to every situation, and constantly varied in its
manifestation.
Omega Oracle
Tura Mountain in the south of Aab is the place where traditionally all the people of
Aab take their worn out shoes, which they leave there on rocks, under trees and
in any places they might choose. Visiting the mountain, one is awestruck with the
number of shoes one finds there, for it seems that Aab, which is a sparsely
populated realm, could not have spawned so many denizens, even given the
great length of its history.
No one is quite sure of the exact reason for the time honored tradition of shoe
burial, but Zingar Reth gives the most plausible and generally accepted
explanation. He says that feet signify understanding, and since the soul comes
into the physical plane to advance its understanding, it is where it touches the
earthly realm, mainly with the feet, that generates this symbology.
The number of potential understandings are endless, and understanding of one
sort amplifies all others, hence the urge to bring together understandings so that
their multifarious nature may come ever more closely to reflect a wholeness.

Uranus is 28-29 deg Pisces
Degree Angel: Haiyael (HA-ee-ya-EL) Prophecy and Parallel Universes, Divine
Warrior/Weaponry, Transforming/Responsible
TITLE: CREATIVE USE OF THE MAGIC OF SYMBOLS, FORMULAS AND
RITUALS or EMPATHETIC ENTRAINMENT TO COSMIC ENERGIES
Omega Symbol: A book of healing mantras.
At its highest this degree senses what is needed in every situation. It realizes that
where the focus of attention is placed is where energy will be magnified. We
become what we focus on. There is a feeling here for the symbols that recur to
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us, the ideas that flow through us in repetitive fashion - and the ability to use
these as keys to greater understanding and a way off the wheel of karma.
Pleiadian Symbol: The shifting and modulating of light frequencies creating
messages in color.
Discovering ways of communicating that are transcendent and which convey
subtleties of cosmic meaning. It is not easy to communicate the wonder and
complexity of what you preceive, because there is so much of it and it happens
so fast. But you can allow it to enter you and give you whatever it needs to, so
that through you at least a part of it may be radiated to others.
Chandra Symbol: Balinese dancers wearing elaborate gold costumes.
To make everything beautiful, everything important - golden and shining - is the
power and the art of this degree. The dancers tell many stories through their
movements, but in each story they all wear the same gold costumes, just as in
life no matter what role we play we may always bring to it a spiritually elevated,
cosmic element. In whatever this degree does there can be a sublime grace and
elegance. The need here is to realize that gift and through focusing on it, to
magnify it as much as possible.
Azoth Symbol: A line in a drawing is reminding a woman of many things.
You're able to go deeply into one thing and through it to access many things.
You're aware of the layered depths inherent in any gesture or expression.
Certain particular things are always captivating your attention, and this is because
they have a message for you, so its highly beneficial to allow yourself to focus on
whatever is calling to you and to give it the time and attention to express as much
of its meaning as possible.
Seed Degree: Pisces - 18
A dressmaker fashioning beautiful gowns for a queen. (Omega Symbol).
Searching for the clearest vehicle through which to manifest our spiritual self, our
focus on universal truth becomes simpler and purer.
White lilies blooming alone in the shade. (Chandra Symbol). From a cool, clear
purity evolves beautiful rituals through which cosmic meaning is expressed.
Fulfillment Degree: Aquarius - 30
For many years, on an island, people dig deeper and deeper to find a treasure.
(Omega Symbol). Continuing over and over to return one's focus to connecting
with spirit, one naturally helps others in the pursuit of the goal of evolution.
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A large pool filled with white water lilies in bloom. (Chandra Symbol). To envision
the grace and beauty shining forth from everything brings to the world an
emotional peace and clarity that one desires to share with others.
Omega Oracle
"The Golden Word," a seven volume book of mantras, was compiled by the
Alchemist Narshaad Rostan. He included in it not only traditional mantras, but
also mantras which he said were given to him by angels and other spirits to
include in his work. Detailed information is provided as to the various illnesses
and problems that each mantra can heal, as well as the number of times each
one is to be said, and other rituals to be performed in their saying.
Narshaad also describes in his book how the spirit of a certain nameless
alchemist came to him and explained to him the art of combining mantras, so that
often groups of mantras were chanted in specific patterns involving, in some
examples, as many as 70 or more mantras at a time. Other mantras were given
that were actually in the form of melodies meant to be sung to particular
sequences of vowels, and other mantras in which each syllable was to be
chanted by a single individual, so that a twenty syllable mantra required twenty
people who would stand in a circle and each chant his own syllable in sequence
so that the mantra revolved around the circle. Other mantras were to be chanted
so slowly that only one word was said a day, the rest of the day requiring the total
silence of the chanter until the next day when the next word was said. Other
mantras were supposed to be chanted forwards, then backwards, then forwards
again and continuing on in this pattern.
Many of the mantras were said only to work when chanted under particular
astrological conditions, and others only when it was snowing, or raining, or on
cloudless days.
At the time of his death Narshaad had not completed his great text, and the spirit
of the nameless alchemist is still seeking someone through whom he can impart
the rest of his information.
For those who might be interested, there is a mantra in Volume 6 on page 792 of
"The Golden Word" which will summon him. He waits.

Neptune is 22-23 deg Leo
Degree Angel: Haiyael (HA-ee-ya-EL) Prophecy and Parallel Universes, Divine
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Warrior/Weaponry, Interacting/Receptive
TITLE: THE SENSING OF OTHER REALITIES AND THE URGE TO BRING
MAGIC INTO THIS REALM
Omega Symbol: A secret race of beings carrying on a hidden existence among
humans.
You see things others aren't aware of. The question is, will people believe you
when you share your insights? It's best not to focus on this, but on the truth and
wisdom behind what you're saying - its essence - rather than the details or
physical veracity of it. You also need to learn how to feed your insights to others
gradually, and in a way they will accept. Sometimes it takes people awhile to see
an open door and to move through it.
Pleiadian Symbol: A ghostly white figure riding a horse in the twilight.
The ebbing of rational consciousness which frees the soul to roam in search of
that for which it deeply yearns. The night it coming, it is twilight, but the figure is
white, and glowing - it has a light of its own which will allow it to find its way in the
darkness. Just by being this degree brings succor to those that suffer or who are
plagued by fear and confusion.
Chandra Symbol: An old man cutting mistletoe off an oak tree with a golden knife.
You make yourself and what you are doing important, and at best you help others
to see themselves as important also, and to become more aware of the cosmic
significance of what they're doing. You create ritual and drama which beautify the
world and make others aware of the larger picture and the grand scheme of
things. You are about rescuing life from the mundane and trivial.
Azoth Symbol: A plate covered with beautiful depictions of flowers.
The constant reminding of oneself of the beauty and wonder that exists in the
world. Keeping the memory of loveliness always in one's consciousness. This is
not just a picture of flowers, it is a plate -- we're meant to feed off it. This degree
can bring a profuse loveliness to the pleasures of existence.
Seed Degree: Capricorn - 3
A reference book on poisons. (Omega symbol). When we can figure out which
energies are detrimental to our well being, we can then know what sorts of things
to accept and what to reject.
A woman sneezing pepper and sneezing violently. (Chandra Symbol). Rejecting
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from our being whatever it is we do not need we then are able to clearly to take
what we do need from life with reverence and respect.
Fulfillment Degree: Aquarius - 22
A master healer is gradually restructuring someone's body. (Omega Symbol).
Becoming more and more aware of the subtle effects of unseen forces, we are
able to enlist them to clear stress and create harmony within ourselves.
A woman making lace. (Chandra Symbol). As we become more acutely aware of
each energy in life we are enlisting to help us, we become more adept at
delicately and carefully organizing the patterns and harmonies of our existence.
Omega Oracle
They came long ago to offer help, but found few takers. Nevertheless the thought
of leaving never occurred to them, for they were innately patient, and impervious
to frustration, and had encountered such lack of receptivity countless times
before.
They knew that sometimes, through mere co-existence, a seemingly
imperceptible absorption would occur directly, out of the shared atmosphere,
infinitesimally small in the short term, but cumulative in the ongoing, until pictures
and ideas inevitably seeped in, even if only taking recognizable form over vast
periods of time.
Their race was famous for its indirection -it had taken them eons to hone such a
fine subtlety of approach. And now that such workings came so effortlessly to
them, they could enjoy the simple tasks of their own daily life, invisibly
interpenetrating with the lives of those for whom they waited.

Pluto is 13-14 deg Cancer
Degree Angel: Vasariah (va-SAH-ree-Yah) Memories, Clemency and Equilibrium,
Transforming/Responsible
TITLE: SAVING WHAT IS VAUABLE FROM THE PAST TO USE FOR THE
FUTURE
Omega Symbol: In an old display case, a collection of rare mineral specimens.
You are a collector of things, an accumulator. The fearful part of you is backward
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looking, attached to the past and nostalgic for distant times. The courageous you
has the power to learn from what you have accumulated, to study it, see new
aspects of it, and to let these findings be the groundwork for a future of higher
consciousness.
Pleiadian Symbol: At night a visionary is peering over the curve of the horizon.
Intuitively seeing beyond the physical limits of experience. The expanding of
one's view of reality by going beyond the information provided by one's senses.
Chandra Symbol: A dried up stream bed covered with smooth rocks.
The Omega symbol is a collection of precious rocks, the Chandra Symbol is a
collection of random rocks, which, rather than each being distinct have been worn
smooth by water, that is, made more uniform with each other. Either way, we are
dealing here with collections of rocks. We admire them in the case of the Omega
Symbol, for their beautiful color and striking or unusual form. In the case of the
Chandra Symbol, we can admire them for their plainness. The fact that they are
rocks and not butterflies means that this degree is about the need for grounding,
the need to asses what holds us down and holds us back. - the burdens we have
collected, and the insecurities that prevent us from letting them go. As we
process these through our emotional body (the stream) they become smooth,
meaning the pain wears away, and as we become released from suffering we
recognize them for what they are and see fully what they have taught us.
Azoth Symbol: A scroll on the wall. On it in calligraphy is a sacred text.
The continual return to truths that hold meaning for the self, and a gaining of more
and more knowledge as they are perceived at deeper and deeper levels. The
scroll carries the "gems of wisdom" found in the display case of the Omega
Symbol.
Seed Degree: Virgo - 10
A baby fascinated by many differently colored vials of healing elixirs. (Omega
Symbol). Our direct and innocent love of the sensuality of nature impels us to
want to get closer to its various manifestations in an attempt to better understand
them all.
A pin cushion. (Chandra Symbol). Being a receptacle for the creative and
stimulating energies of the universe we move toward sharing these with other
people in a smooth, gentle, and easy fashion. Or, on another level, we find
methods of temporarily bringing and holding things together until we can accept
the way they find each other on their own.
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Fulfillment Degree: Scorpio - 9
Looking through a microscope, a man sees a woman waving at him. (Omega
Symbol). We feel a continuing urge to draw things close to us until, as we relate
to them more intimately, we finally feel their spirit and make a deep connection
with them.
A hand with six fingers. (Chandra Symbol). The sharp, painful edges of our
experiences being worn away, we are able to give to and receive from the
universe in a completely open manner.
Omega Oracle
From far-off places they came, crystals bearing their colors dug from the earth,
retrieved from caves and mines and stream beds and fallen from the sky. As he
looked into the case he saw into the realms from which each one had come,
each rock a window into the dark world under foot, or, as with the meteors, the
dark worlds above.
The earth pronounces its words slowly - a single one might take a lifetime.
Unless, of course, one stepped out of time and caught the echoes of the past,
listening into the future.

Ascendant is 13-14 deg Leo
Degree Angel: Iah-hel (EE-a-HEL) Parent - Teacher not Preacher, Desire to
Know, Transforming/Responsible
TITLE: GRAVITATION TOWARD HIGHER SOURCES OF ENERGY
Omega Symbol: Toward the center of a galaxy, the concentration of stars
becomes denser and denser.
You're aware that angels are everywhere -whether you call them that or not. You
might just think of these energies as goodness, or beauty, or joy. Conscious of it
or not, you are a messenger for the angels, and all you have to do is to give into
it, let it happen, and above all keep at it, even if at times your messages are
heard only faintly or not at all.
Pleiadian Symbol: Tiny balls of multicolored lights flickering through a forest.
The realization of all sorts of beauties and perfections moving through the natural
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world. These balls incarnate as the jasmine flowers of the Chandra Symbol. This
degree can possess a bubbling, magical energy that mutates very quickly and
which has an inexplicably enlivening effect on everything around it.
Chandra Symbol: Fields of jasmine flowers.
Jasmine flowers enhance self-esteem as well as physical and sensual attraction,
and is administered homeopathically to bring back energy. The density of the
stars in the Omega Symbol are like the density of the jasmine blossoms in the
fields. The truth of this degree is that we all have each other as great resources
of learning, wisdom, joy and delight. And since we become what we focus on, all
we need to do is keep focusing on the loving connections that are everywhere
around us.
This is a Scorpio degree of Leo, and hence signifies the regenerative powers
inherent in allowing our being to express the spiritual light.
Azoth Symbol: Mist condensing on wildflowers.
Love magnetized toward supporting all sorts of simple and natural beauty and
healing. The gargantuan concentration happening over vast light years of the
Omega Symbol becomes the quiet gentle condensation of this symbol.
Seed Degree: Virgo - 11
The smell of ancient perfume as an Egyptian tomb is opened. (Omega Symbol).
To be able to intuitively grasp the essence of things and to deeply tap into the
past leads us to an ability to connect with all the various intelligences of the
universe.
A four-year-old girl dressed as a nurse. (Chandra Symbol). The innocent desire
to be of service in helping to heal the world proliferates a vibration of joy and
strength all around one.
Fulfillment Degree: Taurus - 12
A man making talismans for protection. (Omega Symbol). Tapping in to all the
positive energies of the universe we are impelled to find a means to use them to
defend ourselves from the forces of darkness and chaos.
A very old elephant. (Chandra Symbol). Continuing to immerse ourselves in joy
and spiritual certainty, we eventually accumulate a great store of wisdom, power,
and patience.
Omega Oracle
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The galaxy bloomed, throwing forth its pollen of light. For many centuries he
stood gazing in space, watching the galaxy unfold as it swirled. To witness such a
garden took great patience, and cost much time, which he could have spent living
on one planet or another, inventing other lives and loves for himself. But he felt all
the eons were well worth watching this entertainment.
Moving closer he found the stars falling around him like snow, the blizzard of light
growing denser as the black hole at the galaxy's center drew him into itself,
reducing him as he sped toward it, to an infinitely tiny seed of ecstasy.

MC is 6-7 deg Taurus
Degree Angel: Aniel (AH-nee-EL) The Big Picture, Breaking the Circle,
Interacting/Sensitive
TITLE: THE PROTECTIVE POWER OF POSITIVE INTENTION
Omega Symbol: A man cleansing his aura with pink light.
You have the power to ignore all negativity and allow the spiritual light to shine
through you. You feel the great bountifulness of the universe, and know that love
is the key to accessing it. You are able to constantly regenerate yourself, even
after great crises, traumas, and failures. The more you allow yourself to do this
and be this, the fast your work in this life will progress.
Pleiadian Symbol: At a well a large cask filled with cool water.
The invitation to share refreshment and renewal. Drawing sustenance from deep
inner resources. The meeting of emotional needs in a direct, pure and satisfying
manner. The
Chandra Symbol: A large ruby inscribed with a prayer.
Ruby is the ayurevedic gem of the Sun, the planet of will and hence intent. The
prayer inscribed on the Ruby is saturated with intent, just as the man cleansing
his aura must use intent if his work is to be effective. He inscribes his aura with a
prayer of pink light. The degree is about focusing and refocusing one's intent
again and again until the focus becomes eternally imbedded in the
consciousness.
Azoth Symbol: Research leads a man from one book to another.
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Continual pursuit of deeper and deeper levels of knowledge. You're able to
meaningfully synthesize ideas and information from many different sources and
in doing so come up with valuable and unique results. You're clever, openminded, and tremendously curious and these traits can lead to marvelous
discoveries.
Seed Degree: Gemini - 14
The sound of drumming brings everyone into the present. (Omega Symbol).
Grounding ourselves in the moment we are automatically ready for new
beginnings.
A sorcerer materializes an amethyst cross. (Chandra Symbol). The gifts received
from the spiritual realms yearn to be shared with others.
Fulfillment Degree: Aries - 4
A man destroying a wall as he attempts to eradicate black mold from a house.
(Omega Symbol). Renewed by love and joy, we set about to tear down the
obstructive accretions of the past.
A cup overflowing with clear water. (Chandra Symbol). Focusing on love
generates the magic of endless abundance.
Omega Oracle
As the colors of alchemy are black, white, and red, the secondary ones are
derived from the blending of two of these colors, hence gray (black and white),
maroon (red and black), and pink (red and white).
Gray is uncertainty, a portal devoid of biases through which being eventually
comes into knowing.
Maroon is the weight of earth, blood sleeping in darkness, which is to be made
light.
But the queen of these is pink, wherein blood is wedded to light ever present,
both seen and unseen, the mystic marriage of red and white.
And so the alchemists of Aab partake often of the pink light, called "The Waiting
Effulgence" -- a living sea forever reviving and cleansing the spirit.
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